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Abstract:

The use of 3D virtual worlds is increasing rapidly and new tools are necessary to enable untrained users to create 3D content and interact with it. In this paper we present and evaluate sketch-based interaction metaphors
for specifying complex animations of 3D skeletally animated models. Sketched interactions include bone rotation, motion path translation, sequencing and synchronisation of animations, and an undo-functionality. The
sketches are drawn directly onto a model in a 3D view and are translated into time-dependent joint transformations. A user study demonstrates that the animation metaphors are intuitive, with the exception of animation
ordering. More work is necessary to synchronise animations better. Overall our research demonstrates that
sketched-based animations can be useful for applications requiring rapid prototyping containing a limited
number of joint animations. Examples are the programming of household robots and the creation of simple
animated scenes in education and social network applications.
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Introduction

Animated 3D virtual environments are common
in computer games and movie special effects and are
increasingly used in other applications such as science, engineering, training, education and social media. Traditional modelling and animation tools such
as “Maya” are extremely powerful, but have a steep
learning curve and are not suitable for inexperienced
users. With more and more 3D content now accessible to and created by general users, new intuitive animation tools are required. Sketch-input is a promising approach because of its intuitive pen-and-paper
metaphor. Sketching avoids the necessity of 3D input
devices, does usually not require a 3D mental model,
is already supported by many social networking tools
such as MSN Messenger, Google Talk and Yahoo!,
and can be achieved with a wide variety of input devices such as touch screens (Windows 7), interactive
white boards, and sketch pads.
In this paper we present and evaluate sketch-based
interaction metaphors for specifying complex animations of 3D skeletally animated models, such as characters in computer games and virtual worlds, and real

or simulated robots and machinery. Section 2 reviews
previous work in sketch-based modelling and animation. Section 3 introduces the design of our animation
framework. Section 4 presents a user study and evaluates the effectiveness of our interaction metaphors.
The results are summarised in section 5. We conclude
the paper and suggest future work in section 6.

2

Related Work

Sketch input has been used to animate models in
two ways: to sketch motion paths and to sketch key
poses which are translated into animations of character components. Steger represents 2D motions with
directed motion paths. Disparate motions are synchronised using events which are indicated by time
stamps along the motion paths (Steger, 2004). Motion
Doodles (Thorne et al., 2004) allow the user to sketch
a motion path for a sketched character which can consist of up to seven components with predefined functionalities (head, body, arms, etc. ). The system parses
the motion path and maps it to a parameterised set
of 18 different output motions. Motion paths have

also been used for robot navigation (Sakamoto et al.,
2009). Additional control is achieved by stroke gestures and sketching operation areas. A different approach is used for the “As-Rigid-As-Possible Shape
Manipulation” (Igarashi et al., 2005). The user can
animate a shape by selecting arbitrary points within
it and moving them, i.e., the user is effectively creating motion paths for key points of the object which
is then deformed subject to an inherent rigidity constraint. The second approach for sketch-based animation is to draw key poses and extract motion from
them. This can be achieved by sketching skeletons (Li
et al., 2006) or body contours (Mao et al., 2007) for
key frames and interpolating them.

3

Design

Our goal is to animate models represented by a
joint hierarchy. A typical example are skeletally animated objects where surface vertices are defined with
respect to rigid bones which are connected by joints.
Note that this also includes rigid objects such as
robots, where each component has a separate surface
fixed to a (virtual) bone. For objects without bones a
skeleton can be generated using force fields (Liu et al.,
2003; Cornea et al., 2005), a mesh contraction approach (Au et al., 2008), or by embedding an existing
skeleton into the mesh (Baran and Popović, 2007).

3.1

Sketching System

The interface of our prototype application consists of
two windows. The sketch window shows a static version of the model, upon which the user sketches the
desired animations. The display window shows an animated version of the model, obtained by interpreting the user sketches. This leads to a system design
where the user is able to quickly sketch the desired
animation and examine it right away. If the user is
unhappy with the resulting animation, modifications
to the sketches can be made quickly and the effects
of the modified animation will be immediately displayed.
The first step toward enabling a user to specify animations by sketching is the creation of a sketching
system. A user should be able to freely draw any
desired shape with a mouse, a graphics tablet or a
touch screen, using the sketching application. Since
we want to animate a 3D-model, we must be able to
sketch animations in all three dimensions. We achieve
this by allowing the user to rotate the virtual camera
of the 3D environment and thus being able to sketch
from any camera orientation. All 2D-sketches the

user draws are mapped onto a plane in 3D space parallel to the view plane. The z-value of the plane is
determined by the model’s component closest to the
user sketch, which we assume is the component the
user wants to modify.
All points drawn by the user for a fixed camera
orientation will have the same z-value. We hence
group all points of a stroke into one sketch object,
which holds the 2D points and additionally stores
the origin and axes of the mapping plane. This approach simplifies the subsequent processing steps as
the sketches can still be treated as 2-dimensional objects. As result of defining strokes with respect to
different view planes many existing sketch classification tools, such as Microsoft’s InkAnalysis API (Microsoft, 2010), can not be used directly since they
assume a single 2D canvas. For this reason and for
increased flexibility we define our own customised
sketch classification algorithms.

3.2

Sketch Classification

Sketch classification is achieved by grouping sketches
according to the current camera view, giving them a
time stamp to check temporal relationships, and by
computing the following geometric attributes: length,
curvature and number of direction changes of a
sketch; position of start and end point; distance between start and end point; and length, width and aspect ratio of the axis aligned bounding box (AABB)
of each sketch. The AABB is obtained by using the
gift-wrapping algorithm described in (Lambert, 2009)
to compute the convex hull of a sketch and from this
its bounding box (Eberly, 2009).
2-segment and 3-segment arrows are recognised
by considering all sketches for a current camera orientation. For 2-segment arrows we first search for
a sketch that resembles an arrowhead (sketch with
one direction change and similar segment lengths)
and then look for another curve-like sketch with an
end point close to the arrow head’s corner point.
A 3-segment arrow is recognised by three approximately straight lines (narrow AABB’s) with similar
end points. The longest sketch is the arrow direction
and the two shorter sketches must have similar lengths
and form appropriate angles with the long sketch.
Enclosures (closed sketches) are used to select objects and play an important role in animation ordering,
motion path animation, and animation grouping. For
animation ordering, short strokes are drawn in transverse direction on an enclosure sketch. The number
of strokes determines the order at which the animation
should start. For motion path animation, an enclosure
is drawn that includes the entire skeletal structure, and

then an arrow is drawn to indicate the path that the
model should to be moved along. Finally, enclosures
are used for animation grouping, which works in conjunction with animation ordering. This allows different arrows to be grouped into one animation sequence
by encircling them together using the same enclosure,
so animations consisting of multiple sub-animations
can be created. Enclosures are characterised by a circular or oval structure (no inflection points) and by
an end point distance which is much smaller than the
sketch length.
A “scribble” sketch is used to delete other
sketches and hence “undo” previously defined instructions if the user makes a mistake or wants to
change an animation. The concept extends the sketching methodology, is intuitive, and avoids the usage of
buttons, keystrokes, or specific sketch symbols, which
might be more complicated for a user to understand.
A “scribble” sketch is characterised by many direction changes and a large length compared to the circumference of its AABB.

3.3

Overlap Detection

The use of enclosures and scribbles requires the detection of the sketches and objects they refer to. The
placement of sketches in three dimensions causes a
scribble or an enclosure to potentially cover sketches
that lie on different planes. In order to determine if a
sketch is overlapped by an enclosure or scribble, we
project the sketch onto the plane of the enclosure or
scribble. The projected points are then subjected to an
inside/outside test with regard to the bounding box of
the enclosure / scribble. If the number of points contained by the enclosure or scribble exceeds a certain
threshold, then the sketch is considered to be overlapping. If it overlaps with an enclosure then it can
be modified with subsequent commands, if it overlaps
with a scribble then it is deleted.

3.4

Character Animation

Our goal is to animate skeletally animated objects,
which are defined by a bone hierarchy connected by
joints. To make rotations easier, a local coordinate
system is defined centered at the joint connecting the
current bone to its parent bone. The x-axis of this coordinate system is aligned with the bone. The orientation of the coordinate system will define the bone’s
rotation. A 4x4 homogeneous matrix is used to represent the translation of the coordinate system and its
rotation around the origin. We store one such matrix for each bone and animate it by continuously
multiplying it with a transformation matrix. Rota-

tions around arbitrary axis are implemented using the
method described in (Owen, 2009). For long animation sequence a representation using quaternions is
preferably in order to avoid artifacts caused by accumulating numerical errors (Kavan et al., 2007). To
map the animations of the skeleton to a 3D-model we
use Vertex Blending, in which every mesh vertex is
assigned to multiple bones, in order to reduce mesh
distortions in the joint regions. In order to find the influencing bones for a vertex, we calculate the shortest
distance away from any bone. If this shortest distance
is less than a threshold, then the bone has some influence on the mesh vertex. The influence will reduce
with increasing distance.
In order to map sketches to animations we first
find the bone closest to an input sketch’s reference
point, which depends on the type of sketch, e.g., start
point of a single headed arrow. This is achieved by
tracing a ray from the sketch plane’s view point and
measuring its distance to each bone (Bourke, 2009).
For more details see (Schauwecker et al., 2011).
With the correct bone being selected, we can now
determine its rotation. The origin of rotation is always
the joint connecting it to its parent bone. The rotation
axis is the normal of the sketching plane. The rotation
angle is the angle between the vector from the joint
to the arrow tip and the vector from the joint to the
point on the bone closest to the reference point of the
sketch. The orientation of the rotation (clockwise or
counterclockwise) is determined from the order of the
joint point, the point on the bone closest to the sketch
reference point, and the arrow tip. If the points form a
clockwise order with respect to the sketch plane then
the rotation must be in clockwise direction.

3.5

Motion Paths

The purpose of motion paths in our application is to
allow the character model to walk arbitrary user defined routes on a terrain. This is achieved by drawing
an enclosure around the object to be animated and by
drawing the motion path as an arbitrarily curved line
with arrow head. The sketched curve is sampled and
approximated with a Catmull-Rom Spline curve p(t).
The character is moved along the curve by using its
parameter as time step, such that at time t the character will be rendered at position p(t). The character
is aligned with the curve’s tangent p0 (t) using a simple coordinate system transformation. As a result the
character is always facing in “walking” direction. The
animation stops when the character reaches the tip of
the arrow.

3.6

Ordering Animations

More complex animations require simultaneous or sequential animations of multiple joints and/or characters. This means, a specification of the ordering of
sketched animations is necessary.
We specify the order of sequential animations
by labelling the enclosures of an animated object/component. The user must draw an enclosure
around a group of arrows sketches. A series of short
strokes intersecting the contour of the enclosure defines the position of these animations in an animation
sequence as depicted in figure 1. Animations belonging to the same enclosure are executed in parallel. A
user must be allowed to order arrows after they have
been sketched, and in particular the ordering must be
possible even after the view of the character has been
changed for sketching another animations.

fixed time slots for animating the sketches of each particular order. Thus, all animations of the same order
will be required to have the same length, which is currently 3 seconds. However, this value can be configured and might have to be changed, depending on the
type of animation a user wants to sketch.

4

User Study

The usability of the sketch-based animation prototype was evaluated in a user study with 11 participants. The majority of them were students. Seven
participants were between 20 and 30 years old, and
the rest older. Due to the small sample size, the results deduced from this study are only indicative and
serve as a pilot study. For this user study, a list of
commands and instructions were provided to the participants to gain a basic understanding of the use of
the application. Each participant had to solve seven
tasks:
1. Use a single-headed arrow to define an arm motion of the character.
2. Use a double-headed arrow to define a repeated
arm motion of the character.
3. Use double-headed arrows to define a walking
motion of the character’s legs. Translation of the
character is not required.
4. Use a motion path to translate the character.
5. Use a circular motion path to move the character
around a circle.
6. Create a walking simulation by using a motion
path and animating the legs of the character.

Figure 1: Sequential ordering of two motions of a character.

7. Use animation ordering to put animations of two
different arms in a sequence, with one arm movement performed after the other.

We implement this idea using the overlap detection discussed in subsection 3.3. Whether or not a
stroke intersects the enclosure can easily be tested by
performing a 2D line intersection test with the stroke
and all the enclosure line segments. A sketch will be
considered to be a potential stroke if the ratio of its
bounding box is inside a defined range and its length
is shorter than a given fraction of the enclosure size.
To allow the user to coordinate the movement
of different body parts of the character model, all
sketches with the same order will be executed at the
same time. This way, a user can synchronise the
movements of limbs by arranging the order of their
sub-animations. For this to work, we need to define

Experiment 1 and 2 were designed to find out
whether our basic sketching metaphors are intuitive
and easy to use for animation. We recorded for all
experiments any problems participants had with identifying and specifying the correct viewpoint (trackball rotation) for drawing an animation sketch, and
whether the correct functionality was chosen. Experiment 3 was designed to find out whether animations
with multiple arrows and different rotation axes are
more difficult. Experiment 4 and 5 were designed to
assess the ease of use of the motion path metaphor,
and whether specifying a desired configuration causes
problems. Experiment 6 was designed to determine,
whether more strokes and metaphors influence the

Task
Mean
Median

1
2.45
1.50

2
2.77
1.50

3
4.60
3.50

4
2.13
1.50

5
2.27
1.50

6
3.40
3.00

7
3.00
3.50

Table 1: Average completion time in minutes for each task
in the user study.

difficulty in sketching animations. Finally, Experiment 7 tests the intuitiveness of our tool for sequencing animations.
For all tasks we measured the time required for
completion and recorded any problems. After the usability test, participants were given a post-study questionnaire for a qualitative assessment. The questionnaire consisted of free-form questions and statements
with answers on a seven-level Likert scale.

5

intuitive sketching metaphor. A common problem
was that users drew enclosures around bones rather
than around the arrows.

5.1

Questionnaire

We measured the participants’ perception of the intuitiveness and effectiveness of different sketched animation controls using statements rated on a seven
level Likert scale ranging from “-3” (strong disagreement) to “3” (strong agreement).
For each of the three animation controls “Arrows for joint rotation”, “Arrows for motion path”,
“Sequencing of animations” responses were recorded
for statements regarding intuitiveness and satisfaction
with the achieved results. For example, in order to
evaluate the intuitiveness of arrows for joint rotation
we used the statement “Arrows were an intuitive way
to specify bone rotations around a joint”.

Results

The time each participant required to complete the
experiments was recorded in 30 seconds intervals (0.5
minutes). Table 1 shows the mean and median time
we measured for each task.
The measurements for task 1 and 2 suggest that
the arrow metaphor is intuitive and easy to use. No
differences were observed for single and repeated motions (single-headed vs. double-headed arrows). Both
motion path experiments were also completed in a relatively short time, which implies that it does not matter whether a user has to draw a random or a specific
path. Some problems were experienced with selecting
the correct bone of a character, but users usually figured this out with some trial and error. No quantitative
assessment of the precision of a task was performed
because of the inherent inaccuracies of mouse input
for sketching.
Table 1 shows that Task 3 has the highest mean
and median time. This was partially due to problems
with rotating the character and selecting the correct
limb. However, the main factor was that participants
were unaware that the initial direction of a repeated
motion is determined by which head of the doubleheaded arrow is drawn first. Thus, several participants created animations in which both legs moved
synchronously. Task 6 required quite a long time, but
no particular additional problems were observed. The
main reason for the recorded time was the complexity
of the task which required rotations and zooms in order to draw the required arrows for bone animations
and motion paths. The time measurements for Task
7 indicate that participants had problems creating ordered animations. This was expected to be the least

Animation Control
Joint Rotation
Sequencing
Motion Path

Intuitiveness
Mean
σ
0.27 1.85
0.18 1.72
0.82 2.36

Effectiveness
Mean
σ
0.45
1.69
0.45
1.57
0.91
1.45

Table 2: Participant ratings of the intuitiveness and effectiveness of different sketch-based animation controls [“-3”
(lowest) to “3” (highest)].

Table 2 indicates that overall the sketch-based animations were regarded only as slightly intuitive and
effective, with the motion path sketch tool achieving
the highest score and the sequencing tool achieving
the lowest score. The results were surprisingly diverse, although users with previous experience with
modelling tools seemed to give higher scores (not
enough demographic data was recorded to confirm
this). One surprising result was that the motion path
had the highest standard derivation, i.e., the strongest
difference in ratings. We suspect that this might have
to do with the required change in perspective and
zoom factor for drawing the motion path, and possibly with the lack of rendering of a ground plane.
Subsequent interviews with participants revealed that
some confusion existed between synchronisations of
motions (e.g., when drawing double-headed arrows)
and sequencing of motions. Also some users remarked they would have preferred more control about
synchronisation and sequencing of motions, e.g., by
clicking on a component to temporarily stop its motion. Overall, the participants’ opinion regarding the
ease-of-use of the application was slightly negative
(Mean -0.64, Standard Deviation 1.86). This seems to
contradict the results of the two previous questions, as

they indicated that the metaphors are moderately intuitive, and the tool is moderately effective in translating
sketches into the desire animation.
For a possible explanation consider the following user comments (number of responses in brackets).
Positive aspects were: viewport control (3), simple
animation definition (4), motion path (1), and intuitive
(1). Negative aspects were: unintended animation (3),
poor sketch recognition (3), no undo function (4), no
scroll wheel for zooming (2), lack of animation synchronization (1), need to rotate camera to animate (1).

6

Conclusion

We have presented a novel tool for defining moderately complex animations using sketch input. For
sketch recognition, our main animation metaphor, arrows, are correctly mapped to the bones that the user
intends to move. In the resulting animation the bone
is rotated until it reaches the tip of the drawn arrow.
However, this approach has some draw-backs, as the
user is required to always move the camera to a perpendicular viewing direction, before sketching an animation. Overall the animation controls were perceived as moderately intuitive and effective, but the
perception of the ease-of-use of the application was
slightly negative. The small sample size of the user
study and insufficient demographic data did not allow
us to make statements about how perception of the
tool differs between experienced and inexperienced
computer users. A positive aspect of the application is
that the animation controls are applied to object components connected by joints and can hence be used
for a wide range of applications such as computer
generated characters, robots and machinery. A more
detailed discussion is given in (Schauwecker et al.,
2011). Future work includes an improved sketch
recognition, and giving users more control about the
range of motions and their synchronisation and sequencing.
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